In this paper we study the best asymmetric (sometimes also called penalized or sign-sensitive) approximation in the metrics of the space Lp, 1 p ∞, of functions f ∈ C 2 [0, 1] 2 with nonnegative Hessian by piecewise linear splines s ∈ S(△N ), generated by given triangulations △N with N elements. We find the exact asymptotic behavior of optimal (over triangulations △N and splines s ∈ S(△N )) error of such approximation as N → ∞.
§1. Introduction
The question of approximation of functions defined on a polytope by piecewise polynomial func (splines), generated with the help of a mesh (partition of the domain), in various metrics is of a importance in Approximation Theory and its applications (numerical solutions for PDE's, su simplification, image compression, terrain data processing etc.). Mainly, problems of approxim by interpolating splines have been considered. However, for various applications (as well as theoretical point of view) problems of best and best one-sided approximation are import Approximation Theory there exist two different tools to approximate functions: uniform met methods that work rather well for all functions in a given class; and adaptive methods, or meth take into account local variations (measured with the help of Hessian, curvature, their modi etc.) in the behavior of each given function. For methods which involve spline approximat adaptivity affects the construction of domain partitions and geometry (both size and shap elements, which can be highly anisotropic.
In this paper we will consider the problem of adaptive approximation of twice differentiab tions by linear splines (naturally the domain partitions in this case are triangulations). This has been studied extensively by many authors (see works [29, 15, 23, 5, 12, 6, 14, 28] and re therein), but many interesting (from both theoretical and applied point of view) questions open. In addition, note that the problem of surface approximation by linear splines is very an important problem in Geometry on approximation (in various metrics) of smooth conve by various polytopes (inscribed, circumscribed, polytopes of best approximation etc.) Aft occasional results for bivariate functions, the book of L. Fejes Toth [20] was the first to p large number of problems, ideas, and results on polytopal approximation in dimensions two an concentrating specifically on extremal properties of regular polytopes. Many extensions ha made afterwards to higher dimensions, other metrics etc. (see [22, 10, 9, 21] and references t
In Approximation Theory there exists a tool to view both the problem of finding the proximation without constraints and the problem of finding the best approximation with con "under one umbrella". This can be viewed as the best approximation in the spaces with asy norm, or so-called (α, β)-approximation (see, for example, [1, 2, 25] ), when positive and negati of the difference between function and the approximant are "weighted" differently. Such typ proximations are of a separate interest since they can be considered as the problems of approx with non-strict constraints (see below for more precise statements), when constraints are al be violated, but the penalty for their violation is introduced into the error measure. Within th we will consider the questions of best (α, β)-approximation by linear splines. We believe th approach could be interesting and useful for some questions in Geometry as well.
Note that the construction of the best (in a specified sense) triangulation for approximati individual function, or construction of the best polytope for an individual convex body, is an ex difficult problem, and therefore it is natural to consider asymptotically optimal sequences of p or asymptotically optimal sequences of triangulations (and splines defined on them).
One possible method to construct asymptotically optimal sequences of triangulations or p begins as follows. At the first step, we construct an intermediate approximation of the func convex body surface, respectively) by a piecewise quadratic function (surface). At the next approximate each quadratic piece by a piecewise linear function (spline) in the optimal way, gener a mesh of the domain. This in turn (at least in R 2 ) requires solving the following optimization pro (we will give its statement for approximation of functions in R d ). This problem is important also in a number of questions of Geometry and Approximation Th In [7] we have proved the optimality of a regular simplex in the formulated problem for the In this paper we will study the behavior of the optimal error of (α, β)-approximation in L p -m of an arbitrary C 2 function with nonnegative Hessian. The main contributions of this paper are
Let a quadratic function
1. We present the construction of asymptotically optimal sequence of partitions and error estim without assumption on the Hessian to be bounded away from zero. Remark that geometers able to remove restrictions of such type in some of their problems before (see [10] ). How we use another technique to handle the problem.
2. We impose no restrictions on triangulations (many existing works require some type of "ad sibility").
3. We consider asymmetric approximation, which, as special cases, includes the cases of inte lating splines, splines of best approximation, splines of best one-sided approximation etc.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we begin by introducing major concepts and d tions, in particular related to asymmetric approximation and asymptotically optimal triangulat In Subsection 2.3 we present the main questions that we will address in this paper, and state re geometric problems in Subsection 2.4. Subsection 2.5 contains statements of the main results Section 3 we introduce the major ideas for the proofs of the main results without much of tech details. In particular, we relate the problem of describing exact asymptotics of the optimal error some geometric problems. Statements of the solutions to these problems are presented in Secti which also contains additional geometric observations needed later for the lower estimate of the e Section 5 is dedicated to the construction of "good" triangulation for each fixed N and the pro estimate from above for the optimal error. The estimate from below is contained in Section 6. §2. Notation, definitions, main questions, and results
Let the domain be
We use this region for simplicity; the approach pres this paper can be applied to any bounded connected region which is a finite union of triang C(D) we denote the space of functions continuous on D. Let L p := L p (D), 0 < p ∞, be t of measurable functions f : D → R such that f p < ∞ where
For p 1, · p is the standard norm in space L p . In addition, we use notation · p when p < for statement of main results.
Asymmetric approximation
Let f ∈ L p and let H be a subspace of L p . By E(f ; H) p we denote the best approximatio function f by the subspace H in the L p -metric, i.e.:
In addition, by
we denote the best one-sided approximation of the function f by the subspace H in the L p -m the case of "+ ′′ in the above definition we say that we have approximation from below; in th "− ′′ we say that we have approximation from above. For α, β > 0 and f ∈ L p , 1 p ∞, we define the asymmetric (α, β)-norm as follows
where g ± (x, y) = max{±g(x, y); 0}. Following the literature, we call f p;α,β the asymmetri Note that it satisfies the norm axioms except for the fact that we only have λf p;α,β = λ f λ 0 (in particular, f p;α,β = − f p;α,β for α = β). Asymmetric norms in connection with problems in Approximation Theory were considered in papers [26, 1, 16, 17] and books [27, 2 By E(f ; H) p;α,β we denote the best (α, β)-approximation [1] of the function f by the subspa in the L p -metric, i.e.:
Note that for α = β = 1 we have E(f ; H) p;1,1 = E(f ; H) p . V. Babenko proved in [1] th H ⊂ L p (D), 1 p < ∞, is locally compact, then for any f ∈ L p (D) the following limit relations true (see also [25] , Theorem 1.4.10):
which are monotone in α and β. This allows us to include the problem of the best unconstra approximation and the problem of the best one-sided approximation into the family of problems o same type, and consider them from a general point of view (for more on this motivation, see [2 In what follows we will allow the value +∞ for α or β, in that case identifying E(f ; H) p;α,β with corresponding one-sided approximation. Because of the relation
the problem of the best (1, β)-approximation can be considered as the problem of the best approx tion with non-strict constraint f (x, y) u(x, y), (x, y) ∈ D. This constraint is allowed to be viol but the penalty
for the violation is introduced into the error measure. In what follows we will allow the value +∞ α or β, in that case identifying E(f ; H) p;α,β with the corresponding one-sided approximation.
Optimal triangulations and asymptotically optimal sequences of angulations
of N triangles in the plane is called a triangul of the set D provided that 1) any pair of triangles from △ N intersect at most at a common vertex or along a common e
Let P 1 be the set of bivariate linear polynomials p(x, y) = ax + by + c, with a, b, c ∈ R. triangulation △ N , define the class of linear splines S(△ N ) as follows
Now let the function f ∈ C 2 (D) and the number N of triangles be fixed. Set
This quantity we will call the optimal L p -error of piecewise linear (α, β)-approximation of the f on triangulations with N elements. A triangulation △ 0 N and the corresponding spline s 0 N ∈ are called L p;α,β -optimal for the given function f if
Note that the quantity R N (f, L p;1,1 ) coincides with the error of the best L p -approxim function f by linear splines from S(△ N ). In addition, in view of (2.1) in the case α = 1 and (β = 1 and α → ∞) the quantity R N (f, L p;α,β ) tends to the error of the best L p -approxim function f from above (below) by splines from S(△ N ). Remark that the latest statement d immediately follow from (2.1). However, the proof of it is rather simple and we omit it here.
Main questions
In this paper we will work with functions f ∈ C 2 (D), where D for simplicity is taken to b
It is well known that for most of such functions (i.e. for functions w Hessian not identically equal to zero) the order of the optimal error R N (f, L p;α,β ) is 1 N as N Our goal is to study sharp asymptotic behavior of the quantity R N (f, L p;α,β ) as N → ∞. end, we will prove the existence of the limit of N · R N (f, L p;α,β ) as N → ∞, and will find i value. In turn, our analysis will allow one to obtain information about construction of asymp optimal sequences of triangulations.
We will study this problem in the case when the given function has nonnegative Hessian case when the Hessian is strictly positive there exist a lot of results (see works [29, 15, 5, 12, 6 and references therein). One of the most studied questions is the problem of approximation b interpolating splines. Note that in the case when Hessian is strictly positive interpolating obviously coincide with splines of best (one-sided) approximation from above. However, even case of strictly positive Hessian the questions of finding sharp asymptotics of the optimal the cases of approximating by splines of best approximation, best approximation from below, an general, best asymmetric approximation remain open. Finding solutions to these questions is o two main goals of the present paper. Besides that, in all these questions we will remove the restri of Hessian being bounded away from zero to allow algorithms to be applicable for wider ran surfaces. In [10] Böröczky addressed this nontrivial question in the related case of approxim smooth convex bodies by some inscribed polytopes.
As for the little investigated case of negative Hessian, the only known (at least to us) explicit r is [5] .
Related geometric problems
The essential role in further results is played by the solution of the following extremal problems q(x, y) := x 2 + y 2 . Problem 1. For α, β > 0 and 1 p ∞, find
where the infimum is taken over all triangles T in R 2 and |T | stands for the area of triangle T . Solution to this problem allows solving a similar problem for arbitrary positive definite quad form (see Section 4.1 for details).
Note that Problem 1 is a generalization of the following problems. Problem 2. For 1 p ∞, find
The constant C − p coincides with the best L p -error of interpolation of q by linear functions triangles of unit area.
To the best of our knowledge the progress on the problem of computing the constant C − p Problem 3 above) can be outlined as follows: [6] , and independently Ch 2008) for any dimension d). The most general constant C p;α,β for any dimension d ∈ N was found by the authors in [ that the infimum in the definition of constant C p;α,β is achieved only on regular simplices. Remark 1. Note that the inf in all the constants C p;α,β , C p , and C ± p , that are solu Problems 1, 2 and 3 posed in the previous section, are achieved on regular triangles. This C p;α,β was proved in greater generality (for any dimension d) in [7] .
Main results
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
Then for all and 1 p ∞,
, where C p;α,β was defined in (2. 
2).
For regular (no constraints) best and best one-sided L p -approximations, we obtain the f corollaries.
, where C p and C ± p were defined in (2.3) . Remark 2. Corollary 2.2 generalizes Theorem 2 in paper [6] (case of interpolating spline Remark 3. Assertion of Theorem 2.1 remains true if we replace the space S (∆) of con piecewise linear splines on triangulation ∆ by wider space S (∆) of arbitrary piecewise l elements from triangulation ∆ splines which are not necessarily continuous. §3. Ideas used in the proof of the main result
In order to make the reading of the rest of the paper easier we would like to devote this sectio introduce the main ideas without technical details.
Let f ∈ C 2 (D) be such that H(f ; x, y) 0 for all (x, y) ∈ D. To prove Theorem 2.1 we will that for any ε > 0 lim sup
(1 + ε), and lim inf
Further, we will refer to the proof of inequality (3.1) as "estimate from above", and to inequality -as "estimate from below".
Note that the following ideas in the case of strictly positive Hessian and for the case of approximation from above (interpolation) have already been introduced in [5] and [6] .
Main ideas used in the proof of estimate from above
To prove inequality (3.1), for every ε > 0, we will present a particular sequence of triangula
We begin by following the ideas developed in [5, 6] . For each N we will construct a triangul based on the idea of intermediate approximation of functions from the class C 2 (D) by piece quadratic functions.
First, for δ > 0, define the modulus of continuity of g ∈ C(D) by
and for (x, y) ∈ D, consider
We begin by splitting the domain D into small in comparison with
2 we will take these sub to be squares (for simplicity). Denote them by D Observe that the order of this approximation i than the order of the optimal error R N (f, L p;α,β ) and therefore will not affect the main term asymptotics of R N (f, L p;α,β ). In addition, note that to approximate quadratic function f N,i b splines is the same as to approximate its quadratic part (denote it by Q N,i ) by linear splines instead of function f ∈ C 2 (D) we will be approximating Q N,i by linear splines on every squ This switch to an intermediate approximation is one of the major ideas in obtaining asymp optimal sequences of triangulations and exact asymptotics of the optimal error R N (f, L p;α,β )
The coefficients of quadratic form Q N,i , which obviously depend on f , determine the geom optimal mesh element (triangle) on the particular subdomain D ε. There will be very few squares from this group and its contribution to the global error be significant. The squares from this group we subdivide into equal right isosceles tria the amount of o m Having the triangulation △ N (ε) of the whole domain D, we will then define the spline s N (ε; x, S(∆ N (ε)) which approximate f sufficiently well. First of all, on the union of all triangles (denote U N ), each of which is contained in the interior of the corresponding square D N i from the first gr we set s N (ε; x, y) :=s N (ε; x, y), wheres N is the spline of the best L p;α,β -approximation (on U N respective Q N ;i . On triangles that are contained in D \ int (U N ), we let s N (ε; x, y) to interp function f at the vertices of ∆ N (ε) which are located in D \ U N , and interpolates N at points on boundary of U N . Note that the spline defined in such a way is continuous on the whole domain
The constructed sequence of triangulations {∆ N (ε)} ∞ N =1 and corresponding sequence of sp {s N (ε)} ∞ N =1 will allow us to prove the estimate from above (3.3).
Main ideas used in the estimate from below
To prove estimate (3.2) we will show that for every (sufficiently small) number ε > 0 and e sequence {△ N } ∞ N =1 of triangulations with property lim inf
the following inequality holds true lim inf
The general idea of the proof of inequality (3.5) is to classify the triangles from triangulation into two categories: "good" triangles and "bad" triangles. First we show that the errors inf P ∈P1 P L p;α,β (T ) for every "bad" triangle T can be neglected. According to this observation, we can s the errors inf
f −P L p;α,β (T ) only for "good" triangles T ∈ △ N . For such triangles T we use the of intermediate approximation and substitute the function f by its second degree Taylor polyno f N ;T constructed at an arbitrary point inside T . Then we use results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 tog with the Jensen inequality to obtain the desired inequality (3.5).
Next, we clarify the classification of triangles T ∈ △ N into "good" and "bad". To this triangles of each triangulation △ N , N ∈ N, we divide into five groups according to the followi Assume that T ∈ △ N . Then:
ε at every point (x, y) ∈ T and f − f N ;T L p; significantly lower than inf
′′ , y ′′ ) 2ε. In Lemmas 6.1 and 4.6 we will show that the overall area of triangles belonging to sets A 
Here we would like to state the solution of Problem 1 posed in Section 2.4. For the proof of th we refer the reader to [7] .
Theorem 4.1. Let q(x, y) = x 2 + y 2 . Then for every α, β > 0 and 1 p ∞,
where C p;α,β was defined in (2.2) and T 0 is equilateral triangle of unit area.
This result can be proved in a significantly simpler and more elegant way (comparing to the result for any dimension d in [7] ) using the idea of symmetry and averaging, which was also use Remark 4. Let P be the polynomial of the best approximation of q on equilateral tri Using arguments about symmetry and rotational invariance we can conclude that the differen attains the same values at three vertices of T 0 .
In certain cases, the constant C p;α,β can be found explicitly. For instance,
and in the case 3 3/2 π −1 α α + β,
Geometry of optimal triangle for E(Ax
In previous section we found that the optimal triangle for approximation of the form q(x, y) = x 2 is the equilateral triangle. Let us consider general positive definite quadratic form Q(x, y) = A By 2 + 2Cxy (i.e. AB > C 2 ) and find a unit area triangle T that delivers the infimum in the pro
Let λ 1 , λ 2 be the eigenvalues of the matrix S = A C C B , and by U we denote 2×2 matrix comp from eigenvectors of S having unit length. Then the linear mapping
transforms quadratic form Q(x, y) into the form q(u, v). Hence, optimal triangle T for problem is obtained from the equilateral triangle by applying the inverse transformation to (4.2). There we established the following fact. 
where, as defined above, T 0 is a regular triangle of unit area.
Remark 8. Let triangle T deliver the infimum in problem (4.1) for positively definite quad form Q. If P is the linear polynomial of the best approximation of Q on T then the difference Q attains equal values at three vertices of T .
In addition to Corollary 4.2, we need the following two lemmas. 
Additional geometric observations
In paper [6] the following lemma was proved.
Ifn is an arbitrary un in the plane, then
The following geometric lemma, together with Lemma 4.5, plays crucial role in the proo lower estimate in Theorem 2.1. 
The proof of this result requires only elementary geometric observations and is omitted h §5. Error of asymmetric approximation of C 2 functions b ear splines: estimate from above
Recall that we consider functions f : D → R with Hessian that is nonnegative on D. For defin we assume that function is convex. In this section we will show that for every such funct
Optimal L p -error of asymmetric linear spline approximation Remark that letting p → ∞ we also could prove lower estimate (5.1) in case p = ∞. To prove in Section 5.2, for every ε > 0 we will construct a suitable family of triangulations {△ In what follows, we fix the number 1 p < ∞.
Additional notations
This subsection contains several simple, yet important observations, and notations that will be throughout this section.
x, y; x 0 , y 0 ) denotes the second degree Taylor polyno of f at a point (x 0 , y 0 ) inside the square D h ⊂ D with side length equal to h, then we have the follo estimate:
This lemma is obvious, and we omit the proof here. Now we consider functions
. For every ε > 0, we define the following set G 0;2ε := {(x, y) ∈ D : 0 < λ min (x, y) < ε} .
Note that µ (G 0;2ε ) → 0 as ε → 0.
In addition, for a fixed ε ∈ (0, 1) and every N ∈ N, we define
Observe that m N → ∞ as N → ∞. In addition, note that
i.e. m N = o √ N as N → ∞ (see, for instance, Section 4 in [5] ). In what follows we will also that N is large enough so that inequality ω λ min , m 
Finally, let f N ;i be the second degree Taylor polynomial of f constructed at the point x N i , denote its quadratic part by
Construction of the family of "good" triangulations and the fam corresponding splines
In what follows, let the fixed number ε > 0 satisfy the restriction 23ε + 2µ (G 0;2ε ) < 1. Our ai present subsection is to construct "nearly" optimal triangulation △ N ;i = △ N ;i (ε) of the squ for every i = 1, . . . , m 2 N . Then we "glue" these triangulations into one triangulation △ ε N of th D. Once the construction of triangulation △ ε N is complete, we will define the spline s ε N ∈ which is "nearly" optimal.
We will split all the set of indices i = 1, ..., m 2 N into the following four groups:
Evidently, the sets I 1 (ε; N ), I 2 (ε; N ), I 3 (ε; N ) and I 4 (ε; N ) are pairwise non-intersecting for ever Let us describe how we will construct triangulations of each D N i depending on which out of above groups index i is in. a) For this i ∈ I 1 (ε; N ), we set n 
N N, and due to relation (5.3), we see that n N i tends to infinity as N gets large. In order to formalize further constructions, for an arbitrary triangle T in the plane, by Til(T denote the tiling of the plane, generated by T in the following way: we take a triangle T whi symmetric to T with respect to the midpoint of one of its sides, and then we tile R 2 with the shi T ∪ T .
Let us describe the algorithm for construction of triangulation △ N ;i : 1. Let T whose sides are parallel to vectors ξ i respectively. We will draw inside this rectangle one of its diagonals and denote any of two con triangles by T 
Therefore, N N for all N large enough. Now we are ready to construct the "nearly" optimal spline s 
The proof of estimate from above
In this subsection we will prove that
. However, we need several preliminary results concerning the estimates for the deviation of s from the function f on squares D 
Due to the triangle inequality, we have
We estimate the first term in the right-hand side of (5.7) with the help of Lemma 5.1:
As for the second term in the right-hand side of (5.7), we observe that
.
In order to obtain upper estimates for f
) we should consider three ca i ∈ I 1 (ε; N ), b) i ∈ I 2 (ε; N ), and c) i ∈ I 4 (ε; N ). a) First, we assume that i ∈ I 1 (ε; N ). Due to the algorithm for construction of trian △ N (ε) described in the previous subsection and due to Corollary 4.2, we have that # △ N i
From here and from (5.9), we obtain
. For every triangle T and contin on T function g, by s g,T we denote the linear function interpolating g at the vertices of T . S ∂ 2 f N ;i ∂n 2 λ N max;i for every unit vector n, after change of variables, we have (see [31, 24] )
Here we recall that q(x, y) = x 2 + y 2 , and denote by k 1 , k 2 , . . . constants that are independent and ε. Therefore, 
The analysis of three above cases is complete. Next we will estimate the deviation of spline s from the function f on arbitrary triangle T ∈ △
By the triangle inequality we obtain that
In view of Lemma 5.1 we have that
as N → ∞. In addition, by Corollary 4.2
Due to inequality (5.4) in the case i ∈ I 1 (ε; N ) we have
In the case i ∈ I 2 (ε; N ) ∪ I 4 (ε; N ) we have
Let us remind that we are considering the case when i ∈ 1, . . . , m 
2) Now let us consider i ∈ I 3 (ε; N ). It can be easily seen that
With the help of Lemma 5.1 we obtain the following upper estimates
In addition, we setq(x, y) := λ N min;i x 2 + λ N max;i y 2 and observe that
Hence, taking into account (5.2), we obtain
Therefore, we arrive at the following estimate in the case when i ∈ I 3 (ε; N )
( Now, we are ready to prove inequality (5.5). Indeed,
. 
From the latter inequality, definition of numbers n N i , and the Riemann integrability of H(f ; x, y) we obtain i∈I1(ε;N )
2) Let i ∈ I 2 (ε; N ). In view of inequalities (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.11), and (5.13) we obtain
From this we derive that
3) Combining inequalities (5.14) and (5.15), we obtain that
4)
Finally, in view of inequalities (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.12), and (5.13) we conclude that 
The latter upper estimate implies inequality (5.17). §6. Error of asymmetric approximation of C 2 functions by l ear splines: lower estimate
To prove the lower estimate of the optimal error, we need the following lemma. We omit the p here as the lemma itself is rather evident.
Lemma 6.1. Let T be an arbitrary triangle. Then for every function f ∈ C 2 (T ), H(f ; x, y) K on T , it follows that there exists a constant Υ f > 0 (independent of T ) such that
Let the number 1 p < ∞ be fixed. In this section we develop ideas of the paper [6] to prove for every function f : D → R with nonnegative Hessian the following inequality holds true lim inf
For every ε > 0, we define the sets A ε and F ε in the following way
For an arbitrary triangle T in the plane, denote by diam T and |T | the length of the longest the area of T , respectively. In addition, let U T be an arbitrary point inside T .
Let N ∈ N and let
be an arbitrary triangulation of the square D consisti triangles. We need to distinguish (in triangulation △) several types of triangles: normal, extra-long, and the triangles where the Hessian of function f is relatively small. To this end f N ∈ N, we set I N := {1, . . . , N }, and define the following five subsets of I N :
According to the given definition, every index i ∈ I N belongs to at least one (possibly more sets M j (△; ε), j = 1, . . . , 5.
Note that the set M 3 (△; ε) consists of narrow triangles while the sets M 4 (△; ε) and M consists of extra long triangles. In the next three propositions we will show that the overal these "bad" triangles in "nearly" optimal triangulation △ is relatively small. Proof. Let number ε > 0 be fixed. Assume to the contrary that there exists a subsequence { of positive integers, such that N k → ∞ as k → ∞, and
Without loss of generality we let N k = k for every k ∈ N. Applying Lemma 6.1 and the definiti the set M 3 (△ N ; ε), for every N ∈ N and i ∈ M 3 (△ N ; ε), we obtain
Here c 2 = c 2 (ε) is the constant independent of N . Then
Using convexity of the function t p+1 and assumption (6.4), we have
The latter contradicts the assumption (6.2). The lemma is proved. Proof. Let number ε > 0 be fixed. Assume to the contrary that there exists a subsequence {N k of positive integers, such that N k → ∞ as k → ∞ and inequality (6.4) holds true. Without lo generality we let N k = k, k ∈ N. By Lemma 4.6 and the definition of the set M 4 (△ N ; ε) f N ∈ N, we have
The latter contradicts to assumption (6.2) of lemma. The lemma is proved. By the definition of the set
We also denote by B the ball centered at the point L with the radii δ 0 . Evi
Hence, H(f ; x, y) ε for every point (x, y) ∈ D∩B. By Lemma 4.6 there exists a triangle T Since ε is arbitrary, we obtain the desired inequality (6.1). §7. Asymptotically optimal sequences of triangulations 
